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A cheaper and better method of tunnelling for London had been developed because London sits on a great bed of clay,
several hundred feet thick in parts. Three great engineers, Marc Isambard Kingdom Brunel, Peter Barlow and lames
Henry Greathead each played a part in developing a workable means of making deep tunnels without causing any
disturbance to the surface. This is called tube construction because the tunnels are circular in form and lined with rings
made up to cast iron or concrete segments. The modem 'Drum Digger' can now make 450' per week.

How the London System Grew

The Metropolitan Railway opened in 1863, between Paddington Station and Faringdon Street in the City. This line was
gradually extended at either end during the 19th century until the present 'Circle' line was formed. Other lines were built
by the Metropolitan Railway, the Metropolitan and District Railway, the East London Railway, and the Whitechapel and
Bow Railway. Tunnels were constructed at Kings Cross, St Pancras and Holborn (Snow Hill) to connect the Circle with
main line railways, and with a junction at Paddington, these enabled Kensington and New Cross main line trains to work
on and off the Circle. Via these connecting tunnels and junctions, the Circle provided a useful link between different parts
of London. All these lines used steam locomotives.

By 1880, traction by electric locomotives was possible. The first tube railway to be satisfactorily worked by electric traction
was the City & South London Railway, from King William Street to Stockwell, which crossed under the River Thames in
a tunnel which took the form of a metal tube. This was opened in 1890 by the Prince of Wales.

Pioneer Electric Lines

The City and South London used little electric locomotives made by Mather and Platt The weight of the locos was 11.35
tons. They hauled three cars, the whole train carrying 100 passengers. Only narrow slits of windows were originally fitted
to the cars, the logic being 'That's all the passenger would need in a tunnel'.

1898 - The Waterloo and City opened, backed by the London and South Western Railway. This was the first to have
motors in the car, instead of separate electric locomotives.

1900 - The Central London opened in June, using heavy electric locomotives, initially, changed to motorcars, because of
vibration.

1900 - Great Northern and City, unusual because it was built witlffull sizetunnels to take trains from the main line at
Finsbury Park. The plan fell through leaving it an isolated line running shuttle service trains between Moorgate and
Finsbury Park.

The Traction King

When Yerkes appeared on the London scene, during the late 1890s, three electric tubes had been abandoned by their
builders due to bankruptcy during their construction. The Central Line had international backing from the start and, apart
from teething troubles, it was an instant success. It used a flat fare of 2d. end to end, over its 6.5 miles and was soon
named 'The Tuppeny Tube'. The publicity boomed!

The combination ofYerkes' business acumen and Robert William Perks's (ex solicitor to the Metropolitan Railway) legal
and parliamentary know-how proved successful. This combination of deft financier, well versed in the inner workings of
American rapid transit and the lawyer MP, who had a profound knowledge of London and its main personalities and also
knew his way around parliamentary committees was a very powerful one.

Having been introduced by Perks, Yerkes and financiers, whom he interested in his schemes, within less than three years
raised the capital and secured further parliamentary permission not only to electrify the District and Circle lines (power
was to be supplied from a power station at Lotts Road) but to reactivate the abandoned Tubes.

The tubes reactivated were the Hampstead and Euston, the Baker Street and Waterloo (nicknamed by the Press as the
Bakerloo) and the Piccadilly and Brompton. These lines were completed by 1904. Lotts Road was completed in 1907.

Yerkes also was active in forming the Underground group Companies, bringing the separate companies under one
organisation, the UERL (Underground Electric Railways Limited). This group of companies formed the basis of London
Transport in 1933.

(The above article is reprinted by kind permission of the lEE.)
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By 1926 the.LNER.deemed it profitable to open a main line station for the new Garden City,' and a station building was
erected at the end of Howards gate. Services commenced on 20th September. The new station had two island platforms and
served the D~ Hertford branches (which started fr.om Hatfield) as well.as the mainLondon to Peterborough
route. In 1988 the station building at the east end of Howardsgate was cleared away and the present station in the Howard
Centreopened in September 1990. After a brief inspection of the shopping facilities, the GLIAS visit proceeded to
Howardsgate and Parkway.

Now we were able to walk on the lawns and really feel we were in a Garden City. This is the heart of Welwyn. It is very
pleasant.in summer. We noted.that most of the former private houses on the west side ofParkway are currently in use for
offices. At the north end ofParkway is the Campus, and after a brief call at the public library here to check that we were
expected. a fairly lengthy walk was taken westwards along the disused railway that once ran to Luton and Dunstable.

This line opened between what was to become Welwyn Garden City and Luton in 1860 and was a branch of the Great
Northein(London and York direct) Railway which became part of the LNER in 1923. As mentioned above the Dunstable
branch started at Hatfield. In the early days of the Garden City there was no railway station on the main line itself.
Between 1920 and 1926 ate only rail service was to Welwyn Garden City Halt on the Hatfield to Luton &Dunstable
branch. This original station was just to the north west of Hunter's Bridge near the site of the Cherry Tree public house.

At this stage the reader may be getting a little confused and a digression into local railway geography is called for. Before
the building of Welwyn Garden City the railway map of the locality was somewhat unusual in that the branch. lines to
Dunstable and Hertford both started at Hatfield two and a half miles to the south and ran parallel and close to the main
line as far as what was later to become the Second Garden City. The Dunstable branch was on the west side of the main
line and the Hertford branch to the east. When these two subsidiary routes reached the area of the Garden City they
branched off to the west and east respectively. At the time the branches were built there would have been DO point in
having a station where the lines to Dunstable and Hertford diverged, as it was open country all round with almost no
population.

The junction was concentrated at Hatfield where the branch from S1. Albans joined the main line, and there was an engine
shed. In its heyday Hatfield was an important interchange station with quite a grand refreshment room. It is now difficult
to-imagine all this local railway activity which ceased about thirty years ago. The lines to Hertford and Dunstable were
constructed by an independent company formed in 1853 which was absorbed by the GN in 1861. It should be remembered
that before World War IT there was no HatfieJd New Town. Hatfield Station served Hatfield House, home of the Earl of
Salisbury, and (old) Hatfield, which was quite a small place.

There was a station called Welwyn, but that was on the main line north of the Garden City site beyond the great Welwyn
Viaduct, which carries the GNR northwards to Peterborough across the valley of the River Nimram. This viaduct by
William Cubitt is one of the major civil engineering features of the railway from London to York. It is 1490 feet long with
a maximum height of 89 feet and was opened in August 185D. The old Welwyn station is now the site ofWelwyn North.
(Old) Welwyn village is about a mile from here to the north west.

Returning to the GLIAS visit, the pleasant autumnal walk along the ballasted trackbed of the disused railway to Luton
and Dunstable led through quite a dramatic forest and proved a popular part of the afternoon's visit even if it was
something of an uphill grind. This railway line closed in 1965 and its remains, together with a number of footpaths, gives
access. to Sherrardspark Wood, an extensive area of beautiful natural woodland of great interest to the naturalist. It is

. claimed to be the finest oak and hombeam wood in Britain. In Sherrardspark Wood the land rises to 400 feet above sea
level. Such rural delights so close to the City Centre are remarkable.

After our woodland walk we returned to the centre of Welwyn along Brockswood Lane and Bridge Road, which gave an
opportunity to look at some of the housing. We passed through the remains ofHandside, one of the original hamlets which
has been absorbed by the Garden City and noted number 39 Bridge Road, a cottage dated 1604 ..

There are four other cottages here, numbers 48 and 50 are estate cottages, perhaps dating back as far as 1709 and numbers
52 and 54 were built by Lord Cowper for his estate in 1876.

Having developed an appetite, we took tea at John Lewis's department store. From the first floor window of the cafe one
gets a good view ofParkway and the Campus. In 1921 the Welwyn Garden City Company opened its own department
store as Welwyn Stores Ltd. on the opposite side ofParkway. More elaborate premises were then built on the east side of
Parkway and opened in 1939. This store became a branch of the John Lewis Partnership from 1983.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Michael Bussell has written, referring to a letter in the London 'Evening Standard' which reported the prospective closure
of the Post Office underground rai1way which runs from Paddington to Whitechapel. Michael asks if anyone has further
details of this.

Editor's note : Sadly the information is correct. The Post Office will revert to BR rail transport from next October and
Willesden will be the centre for all letters entering London. It is estimated that it would cost £19 million to extend Mail
Rail the three and a half miles from Paddington to Wtllesden and so it is to be closed. This first automatic underground
railway in the world was built and opened in 1927 because surface traffic travelled at only eight miles per hour. (Nothing
has changed.) The estimated number ofvans required to replace Mail Rail is 300 each working 15 hours a day. Mr John
Gummer is the Minister for London, should you wish to write to him.

Nick Gilman (Aldwych Station Museum Campaign) has written as follows :

Further to the letter from Paul Phillips (NIL 160) it is now over a year since the closure of Aldwych tube station and
London Underground Limited have still to find a practical and remunerative use for this site, Icannot help thinking that
an exciting opportunity has been presented by this situation for the creation of a museum dedicated to the history and
operation of the London Underground. Using the station building, platforms and tunnels in this way would provide

_______London with something unique; a heritage centre exclusively concerned with the display and interpretation of
Jnderground railway exhibits in one place and under one roof. It would also make the most of a historic but redundant site
in a prime tourist area close to the existing London Transport Covent Garden Museum (which would itself benefit from
the extra space made available by the transfer of its Underground exhibits to Aldwycb). As added-attractions, there could
00 a vintage bus service linking the two sites or even restoration of the tube service from Holbom using historic stock to
bring visitors directly into the Museum. There are many other interesting and creative possibilities. all of which could be
incorporated whilst retaining the character, atmosphere and original features of the station.

If any of your readers feel as strongly as I do that this could be a really innovative and worthwhile project with much
potential, could Iplease urge them to write in support of these proposals to Peter Ford, Chairman of London Underground
Limited, at 55 Broadway, London SWIH OBD; and to Sam Mullins, Director of the London Transport Museum, 39
Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London WC2E 7BB.

In the event that LUL feel unable to consider or proceed with such a scheme, then it is proposed to implement a serious
feasibility study into the possibility of acquiring the Aldwych site and setting up the museum with the help of both private
and public funding.

I would be very pleased to hear from anyone who would like to support or be involved with this campaign.

Letters please to Nick Oilman, 4 St. John's Close, Mill Lane, South Chailey, Lewes, East Sussex. BN8 4AX. Tel: 01273
400872 .

..-.. Finally, a letter from Mr. J.P.Summers :

Re. Newsletter 160, page 8. W.F.R.Stanley.

I was very interested to read Bob Carts notes on W.F.RStanley and his Stanley Halls. My mind went back to 1941, when I
joined the RA.F. I joined in July 1941 and after six weeks recruit training (,square bashing') at Yarmouth I was posted to
London to start my 17-week ab initio course as a trainee radio/wireless mechanic at Battersea Polytechnic: (The apparent
tautology of my trade was for security -wireless' meant wireless telegraphy, and telephony, whereas 'radio' was a cover for
the newly-introduced radar.)

Initially we were billeted in a block of 19308 luxury flats called St. Regis in Cork Street, just behind Regent Street. What
bad been the hall porter's office was now occupied by SPs (Service Police), the cocktail bar with Anna Zinkeisen murals
was the NAAFI canteen and the large restaurant was the cookhouse. The flats were one or two-l>edroomed with living
room and bathroom. I think we had two double bunks in a bedroom and four in a lounge.

In the morning after breakfast we boarded a camouflaged motor coach and were driven at high speed to Battersea Park for
half an hour's PT (physical training) before marching to the Polytechnic for our course. This luxury lasted for about six
weeks and then we were billeted near the Polytechnic. I was billeted with Miss Lamb at 123 West Side, Clapham
Common, and slept in a four poster bed. Our cookhouse was now Stanley's Masonic Dining Rooms, Lavender Hill, SW11
which was on the corner of a side road near to the top of the hill on the right. I passed along Lavender Hill last year in a
bus but could not see any trace of the building. I imagine this could have been one ofW.F.R.Stanley's buildings. Looking
at a modem map I think the side road was Altenburg Gardens, but cannot be sure.
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After breakfast we marched to Battersea Polytechnic, probably along Dorothy Road, certainly along Eversleigh Road to a
long ramp leading to a bridge over the West London Extension line to Longhedge Junction, down the ramp on the other
side, under all the tracks from Victoria and Waterloo to Clapham Junction and along the bomb-damaged wasteland called
Culver Road to Battersea Park Road and so to the Polytechnic.

Of course it was dark when we came back at the end of the day and the good folk ot Battersea would see a swinging shaded
white hurricane lamp moving along the road followed by the sound of 50 marching feet surmounted by ribald songs and a
swinging shaded red hurricane lamp bringing up the rear.

Re: Newsletter 160, page 5, 'Zebo'.

The letter by 'Tosher' on 'Zebo' brought back memories of my grandmother's kitchen in the 1920s. It was exactly as
described in the letter. A few years ago our 'Ideal' boiler developed a leak and we had to buy a new solid fuel stove, an Aga
SFl2 with a shiny black top which was fitted to the existing chimney. It took a long time to track down some 'Zebo'
although the search in all the London markets made for interesting days out. Finally we found a tube in an Indian
hardware shop in Wealdstone. It was just as I remembered it in a bright yellow carton with the words 'Zebo black grate
polish' in a red ellipse from which emerge black rays in all directions. It is distributed by Reckitt Household Products of
Hull but is manufactured in France. It is still by appointment to Queen Elizabeth IT but no longer 6d. - it cost £2.82 for a
75 ml tube.

I have been a member of GLlAS since 1987 and I would like to thank you and your predecessors for all your interesting
newsletters and walks over the years. After my wife died I found the walks very helpful in passing the long days, especially
the Brentford ones. lP.SUMMERS

BOOK NEWS & REVIEWS

FROM VE DAY TO VJ DAY: A Chronology of street parties and events in the East End during the ending of World War
Il. Compiled by Tom Ridge of the Ragged School Museum Trust, 46 Copperfield Rd, Bow, E.3. Printed on 18 pages of A4,
price £1.50.

OPEN HOUSE MAll..ING LIST: By sending a £1 cheque payable to 'London Open House', you 'will be placed on the
mailing list for 1996. _ - -- __
OPEN HOUSE BROADSHEETS are published monthly £10 for 10 issues. Cheques payable to 'Open House Broadsheet'.
ARCHITECTURE MAP, London. £2.50 per copy. Cheques payable to 'Architectural Dialogue'
For any of the above send cheques etc. to AmandaBirch, West Hill House, 6 Swains Lane, London N6 6QU. Tel: 0181
3429108.

DOCKLANDS IN THE MAKING. An illustrated account of the latest buildings in London's Docklands. Contains 112
pages with 86 illustrations. Priced at £12.95 plus £2.50 postage from: The Athlone Press, 1 Park Drive, London NWll
7SG or from RCHME, 55 Blandford Street, London WIH 3AF. .

THE THAMES 1580-1980. A General Bibliography. From the source to the sea covering all aspects with historical details.
Published at £54 now being offered at £32 plus £3.50 post and packing from the author, Ben Cohen, FRCS, 716 Endsleigh
Court, Upper Wobum Place, London WCIH OHW. Tel: 01713876805 (evening).

ENGINEERING IN GERMAN¥.. Papers given at a one-day conferences in Koln arranged by the Newcomen Society with
the assistance of the British Council. Speakers from the UK and Germany gave papers on bridges in Koln, Sheffield and
Solingen, the Otto engine and German Steam Locomotives. See order form from the Newcomen Society enclosed with this
Newsletter for further details.

HISTORY OF THERMIONIC DEVICES; Papers from a one day conference, held at Blythe House, the Science Museum
store, tracing the origins and modem applications of thermionic devices (valves mostly). The papers cover the discoveries
which led to practical valves being developed, the manufacturing industry in the UK to the thermionic devices used in
modern satellite-based communications. See enclosed order form.

FEBRUARY NEWSLETTER

Please note that items intended for inclusion in the February Newsletter should reach the Newsletter Editor by January 8th
1996, ifpossible.
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By 1926 the LNER.deemed itprofitable to open a main line station for the new Garden City, and a station building was
erected at the end of Howards gate. Services commenced on 20th September. The new station had two island platforms and
served the Dunst.aQle.and Hertf'UQ branches (which started fromlIatfield) as well.as the main London to Peterborough
route. In 1988 the station building at the east end of Howardsgate was cleared away and the present station in the Howard
Centre opened in September 1990. After a brief inspection of the shopping facilities, the GUAS visit proceeded to
Howardsgate and Parkway.

Now we were able to walk on the lawns and really feel we were in a Garden City. This is the heart. of Welwyn. It is very
pleasant in Slimmer. We noted-that most ofthe former private houses on the west side ofParkway are currently in use for
offices, At the north end of Parkway is the Campus, and after a brief call at the public library here to check that we were
expected, a fairly lengthy walk was taken westwards along the disused railway that once ran to Luton and Dunstable.

This line opened between what was to become Welwyn Garden City and Luton in 1860 and was a branch of the Great
Northern (London and York direct) Railway which became part of the L:N'ERin 1923. As mentioned above the Dunstable
branch started at Hatfield. In the early days of the Garden City there was no railway station on the main line itself.
Between 1920 and 1926 the only rail service was to Welwyn Garden City Halt on the Hatfield to Luton & Dunstable
branch. This original station was just to the north west of Hunter's Bridge near the site of the Cherry Tree public house.

At this stage the reader may be getting a little confused and a digression into local railway geography is called for. Before
the building of Welwyn Garden City the railway map of the locality was somewhat unusual in that the branch lines to
Dunstable and Hertford both started at Hatfield two and a half miles to the south and ran parallel and close to the main
line as far as what was later to become the Second Garden City. The Dunstable branch was on the west side of the main
line and the Hertford branch to the east. When these two subsidiary routes reached the area of the Garden City they
branched off to the west and east respectively. At the time the branches were built there would have been no point in
having a station where the lines to Dunstable and Hertford diverged, as it was open country all round with almost no
population.

The junction was concentrated at Hatfield where the branch from St. Albans joined the main line, and there was an engine
shed. In its heyday Hatfield was an important interchange station with quite a grand refreshment room. It is now difficult
to- imagine all this local railway activity which ceased about thirty years ago. The lines to Hertford and Dunstable were
constructed b.y an independent company formed in 1853 which was absorbed by the GN in 1861. It should be remembered
that before World War IT there was no Hatfield New Town. Hatfield Station served Hatfield House, home of the Earl of
Salisbury, and (old) Hatfield, which was quite a small place.

There was a station called Welwyn, but that was on the main line north of the Garden City site beyond the great Welwyn
Viaduct, which carries the G~'R northwards to Peterborough across the valley of the River Nimram, This viaduct by
William Cubitt is one of the major civil engineering features of the railway from London to York. It is 1490 feet long with
a maximum height of 89 feet and was opened in August 1850. The old Welwyn station is now the site ofWelwyn North.
(Old) Weiwyn village is about a mile from here to the north west.

Returning to the GLIAS visit, the pleasant autumnal walk along the ballasted trackbed of the disused railway to Luton
and Dunstable led through quite a dramatic forest and proved a popular part of the afternoon's visit even if it was
something of an uphill grind. This railway line closed in 1965 and its remains. together with a number of footpaths, gives
access to Sherrardspark Wood, an extensive area of beautiful natural woodland of great interest to the naturalist. It is

. claimed to be the finest oak and hombeam wood in Britain. In Sherrardspark Wood the land rises to 400 feet above sea
level. Such rural delights so close to the City Centre are remarkable.

After our woodland walk we returned to the centre of Welwyn along Brockswood Lane and Bridge Road, which gave an
opportunity to look at some of the housing. We passed through the remains of Hand side, one of the original hamlets which
has been absorbed by the Garden City and noted number 39 Bridge Road, a cottage dated 1604 ..

There are four other cottages here, numbers 48 and 50 are estate cottages, perhaps dating back as far as 1709 and numbers
52 and 54 were built by Lord Cowper for his estate in 1876.

Having developed an appetite, we took tea at John Lewis's department store. From the first floor window of the cafe one
gets a good view of Parkway and the Campus. In 1921 the Welwyn Garden City Company opened its own department
store as Welwyn Stores Ltd. on the opposite side ofParkway. More elaborate premises were then built on the east side of
Parkway and opened in 1939. This store became a branch of the John Lewis Partnership from 1983.
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It was nowgetting dark and some of us went to the public library and others-caught a train back to London, Needless to
say the local history room upstairs at the library is very well provided with books on Welwyn and the Garden City
movement in-general. A number of excellent teanets have been.produced wbichare an invaluable guide-for the visitor to
the Second Garden City. Looking at period photographs of Welwyn it is clear how recently much of the town centre was
built. Even after World War 1I the laad.around Hcwardsgate was still.largely green field sites. A good deal of what one
sees today in the centre was built in the 1950s and 60s. This concludes the account of the visit but it is hoped to or-ganise
ether similar outings. Keep a close watch on.the diary dates section of the Newsletter.

PRESS CUTTINGS FOR I A NEWS
Peter Stanier, who is the Editor of the AIA.Industrial Archaeology News, would be very grateful to receive any press
cuttings, national or local. of even remote industrial archaeological interest, Jfyou come across anything please cut it out,
date it, and send it in. Don't assume Peter will have read it. The address is : Dr Peter Stanier, 49 Breach Lane, Sbaftesbmy,
Dorset, SP7 8LF, telephone 01747854107. (In case you are wondering, Peter is related to the well-known locomotive
engineer.)

RICHMOND ICE RINK (NL157p6)

There are now proposals to build a new ice rink at Richmond over the multi-storey car park at Richmond Station. Also
included in the scheme would be ten-pin bowling and the ice could be covered for tennis, music and dancing. Work could
start in one to two years time, and..the rink could open at the end of the century. The cost, in the region of five million
pounds, would be met by a developer. However there ate now alternative ice skating facilities to the west of London,
notably at Guildford, and five million pounds would only provide for a modest scheme in Richmond.

BOBCARR

NEWS FROM CROSSNESS
For those of you who do not see a copy of 'The Crossness Engines Record' here is an update on what is happening at the
northern extremity of the Erith marshes. .

The most recent acquisitions have been a Merryweather steam fire pump from Stone House Hospital and a pair of Shone
ejector sewage pumps from the Serpentine Lido in Hyde Park. Whilst the Merryweather fire pump is not strictly concerned
with sewage pumping and disposal, when it is restored it will make a very good exhibit in what is fast becoming a 'live'
steam-room. The Shone ejector is not one of the IOOstimpressive sewage pumping systems in appearance, they are
however an integral part of sewage pumping history. The recovery and removal of both pieces was not without event but
space does not permit greater detail in this Newsletter.

The painting of the C.I. screens and top panels ofthe 'Octagon' continues and for those who have seen it recently, it will
come as no surprise that many of our visitors wonder at the riot of.cclour. The replacement of the 'foliage and fruit' to the
capitals of the columns of the 'Octagon' is under way now that a suitable means offixing has been found.

The 'mining' team continue to remove the sand and fly-ash from around the pumps and have now started burrowing
beneath the 'outboard'pump-plunger, and within the pump barrel. I am sure this dedicated team wish they could extract
the-material with the same ease that was used to deposit it but apart from the sheer physical effort, safety measures decree
just how fast one can work.

Restoration continues in the fitting shop and the team there have produced a fine degree of finish on the 'bright-work' of
'Prince COnsort'. Items are brought to a bright shine, coated with Rustillo' and.either placed in store until required or re-
instateden the engine. Work on the restoration and replacement of the hand-barring engine is well advanced and should
be complete by the time you read this. Establishing the museum continues and at present is almost the work of one man
who scours the country searching out toilet-pans, cisterns, chamber-pots, soap and toilet-roll holders, etc. He and the
Librarian seek any information on house plumbing and sanitation (if anyone has an unwanted book or sanitary equipment
they care to donate, please contact me), and by next 'Open Day' it is hoped that the start of an exhibition of sanitation will
be mounted, .
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When weather ceaditions permit, work continues on the gardens and paths. to.the south of the boilerhouse. On Tuesday
. 14th November a "freewas planted in memory of Bob Guntrip, a worker who had served many years at the pumping
station. Two of his sisters were in attendance at the tree-planting ceremony.

'This is just a brief outline of some of the work that continues at Crossness Engines. To find out more, why not come. and
visit us, or.join the Crossness Engines Trust and receive a regular copy of the 'Record'. For further information contact:
Mike Dunmow, Secretary C.E.T. on 01813036723, or for a visit, David Dawson, Visits co-ordinator on 0168 983 22-90.

'TOSHER'

FURTHER RESEARCH .....

Anyone interested in poking around in the bushes and brambles to see the scanty remains of an old sewage works should
contact Mary Mills -rm 01818589482. Sooner rather than later.

CAMDEN ROUNDHOUSE

A full page in the Guardian newspaper's Arts section on 12thDecember 1995 was devoted to the Camden Roundhous and
r>: traced the various attempts to put the building to some appropriate use which will comply with its Grade Il.Listed sta

.:> all attempts so far having either failed to get off the ground or else petered out after a few years. The paper stated. that
November 1995, the British Architectural Library Trust had-exchanged contracts for the purchase of the.building.and

, applied to the National Lottery Fund to use the building as an architectural library. Let's hope that this proposal has m re
success than- its predecessors!

BOOK REVIEWS

LOCAL mSTORY TRAIL

'FROM THE SWAN TO TIIE SLIPE' follows an ancient field path from Lee to Blackheath, describing all the impo t
sites of interest. Printed on 6 sides of A4 and including a map, this is available from Lewisham Local Studies Centre, 1 9
Lewisham High St, S.E.13 6LG. Price £1- by post £l.25. For details tel: 0181 2970682.

This town trail has been researched and written by a group based.on a Goidsmiths' College evening class led by Diana
Rimel. This is a venture to be applauded The A4 format adopted is meant to be easier to read while walking but is not that
manageable. It was presumably adopted as a cost cutting exercise but perhaps a little AS booklet wouldhave been better.

A fuller account of the walk has been deposited in the Local History Museum and so a much more comprehensive
publication would have been possible. Many of the sites described have been.demolished and few have their industrial
nature brought out despite the claim at the top that 'this material can also be used for project work in the study of history,
sociology, geography and industrialisation'. One only for local residents.

SUERAYTON

'DOCKLANDS IN THE MAKING; THE REDEVELOPMENT OF TIffi ISLE OF DOGS 1981-1995,

By Alan Cox. The Athlone Press for the RCHME. £12.95.

In NIL 159 Bob Carr reviewed the Survey of London Vols.43 and 44. This new RCHME volume is a revised and expanded
re-issue of the Survey material relating to.new Docklands buildings on the Isle. of Dogs. It is not entirely devoted to new
buildings - chapter one summarises the history of the area prior to 'Docklands'; in addition a number of the buildings
included are conversions of alder warehouses etc. The many illustrations are excellent.

'NEWHAM DOCKLAND'. Compiled by Howard Bloch. Chalford Publishing. £8.99.

This- isa volume in the 'Archive Photographs' series and consists of some 200 photographs with a short introduction.
Howard Bloch's picture captions are a model of their type, being both concise and informative - not necessarily a feature of
books of this type. My only regret is that many of the photographs are so full of detail as to merit a larger format and better
reproduction.
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'TheJllustraiions are wide-ranging and certainly are not all of ships and. water..but encompass industries, street scenes, gas
works. a farm(!), transport (horse-drawn.petrol tankersl), bomb damage - both lWW and2WW. Very good value for
anyone interested in, or nostalgic about, this once highly-industrialised part of Newham. Could one hope for a companion
volume for the Lea Valley part of the borough, a rather neglected industrial area?

DONCLOW

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

From Peter 1. Skilton, who writes:

Congratulations on the improved quality of print of Newsletter No, 161, the clarity of print does justice to the Content. lam
aware that for some time now a few people have been disappointed with the appearance of our newsletter. Hopefully they
will now be satisfied. Ihope the cost of our new production was not too high because the result is well worth keeping. We11
done.

If I may answer a question.posed by Charles Norrie in his review of a visit to Kingsway Telephone Excchange. 'Foxtrot
U-475', the Russian submarine now moored.at.Long's ~ Greenwich, would aot.haveposed a nuclear threat to
London, She was a conventional hunter/killer submarine armed with torpedoes only, albeit two of those torpedoes had
nuclear warheads,

.pETER J. --SKlLTON

From Mary Mills:

Iam very disappointed that not a single person has responded to my appeal in the December newsletter for information
about railway gas works - surely, someone. somewhere knows something. Just tojog your memories" there was an
enormous great works out at Brent - ownedby the Midlandv-There was a works at Mitre Bridge owned by •.the. Western
Juaction Gas Company? Where were the .gas making sites at Bishopsgate? and Baker Street? What's all this 'about a Kent
Consumer's Company - run jointly with the South Eastern at Hither Green? What's the site shown in South Bermondsey
just 00t-"1b west of the LB&SCR South Bennoncisey Spur?

MARY 1\1ILLS

From Sue Hayton :

All those of you who, in these cold days of winter, are already planning summer holidays might like to know that I cart
provide a.check list ef European IA sites for the country or countries you are visiting. No cost involved, apart from a SAB,
as long as you update my notes and include any sites I might have missed! As far I as am concerned Europe stretches from
the North Cape to Gibraltar and from France toTurkey.

SBEHAYTON
And finally from Jim Whitehead :

If TOSHER wants again to experience the delights of polishing black surfaces he can get the requisite ZERO from Pearce's
Hardware, a-& High St, Chesham, Bucks, where.BobCarr first saw it in the window before bringing it to wider notice.

It may be significant that Chesham still has some streets of late Victorian and.Edwardian terraced housing but a declining
industrial economy and a fairly static population so that gentrification has not occurred on the scale of some tewns within
commuting distance of London, No doubt many grates survived the Clean Air Acts, albeit now behind gas fires or
convectos.stoves, Pearce's is very .much an old-fashioned family shop, holding.its own against newer larger rivals like
Great Mills. Family members and staff are most helpful and I have known three generations ofPearce's to be working.
behind the counter at the same time ..

1IM WHITEHEAD

APRIL NEWSLETTER

Please note that items intended for inclusion in the April Newsletter should reach the Newsletter Editor by March 8th
1996, if possible.
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